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Leave a Reply Other links Below are a number of links to websites that have review scores for subjects that are relevant to this site.Q: Backbone.js and Marionette - Adding a not found event for a router I want to add a not found event to my router, just as I do with collection I have this
code for a router var Ticker = Backbone.Marionette.Router.extend({ routes: { "": "home" }, onShow: function(){ if ($.jGrowl){ $.jGrowl.notify({title: 'Section not found', message: 'Sorry I could not find the section you requested'}); } } }); The problem here is when I navigate to /foo/bar/not-

found, it returns: NotFoundError: NotFoundError: Section not found at Object.notFound ( at Object.notFound ( at Object.sync ( at Object.Model._createModel ( at Object.Model._bind ( at Object.Model._onBind ( at EventTarget.trigger ( at Object.all.trigger ( Is there any way I can add this
event to the router? 0cc13bf012
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how do i fix the bin issue? A: I found this solution Go into Windows Explorer (on this computer) and open the Files menu/folder/type tree. Scroll down to the setup-2a.bin file that you created. Right click on it and select Copy and Go into the same folder where you want to copy it. Right click
on the setup-2a.bin and select Paste. This will add it into the same folder. Make sure that is set to overwrite existing files Bin 2 is now setup.rar. (CNN) -- Two survivors of the 12-story World Trade Center collapse remembered their life before the terrorist attacks that destroyed the twin

towers and ended their lives on Friday. Kathy Trager and Alex Mecum had just moved into an apartment in the south tower on September 11. "We were very excited, finally we're settled in and we've found a good apartment and we're just enjoying all this," said Mecum, who now lives in
New Jersey. "It's very exciting." Both say they felt a lot of fear that day. "It was very clear to us that something was going on," said Trager, who lived in the north tower. "It was -- you know we were worried and we were afraid." They both said they felt an enormous amount of relief when
the first plane crashed into the north tower. "At that point, you know, it seemed like we were through, like something had happened that was going to be -- that we were going to get through," said Trager. "You can't imagine feeling that and not being scared," said Mecum. "It was like my

whole life was just flash before my eyes and I realized this is it," Trager said. Survivor and emergency medical volunteer Mecum met Trager at work and before the terror attack they had a girlfriend-boyfriend sort of thing going on. "We were living together at the time in a very nice
apartment and we were having a very nice time," said Trager. Trager was working in an emergency office in the south tower. "I think we were maybe together six months and I was working in a department that dealt with life insurance claims and she was on the business desk," she said.

As the attacks
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